
High -performance action on wheels.

1 Extreme Machin
Step up to this extreme remote control challenge!
It's BIG and it's extreme-huge is scale and over 20" long! With giant oversized truck wheels, spring
suspension and dual motors, this powerful machine can tackle any terrain you challenge it on. Its four-
wheel drive action conquers the toughest hills. Digital -proportional steering & acceleration give you
complete driving control. Travels at 984 feet per minute. 27MHz controller works from nearly 200 feet
away. Requires 7.2V pack and 6 "AA" batteries. 60-4195 199.99

RC Cars for the
Expert Driver
We carry a large selection of remote -control cars for the

evert driver ages 12 & up. These cars are the biggest,

fastest and most sophisticated RC cars we carry. All of

air expert cars have digital -proportional steering and

acceleration for maximum pro -style racing fun.

Digital -proportional control gives you

lif P precise response that's similar to driving

Ca real car. That means you have better

at steering control for making wide or hair-

pin turns. It also means more realistic

acceleration-moving the joystick forward gently

gradually increases your speed, while a sudden move

forward is just like flooring a car gas pedal to peel out!

Rock Runner/Car Crusher II
Two cars in one! Just switch bodies for a whole new look. Indepen ent spring
suspension really absorbs the bumps. You'll have precision touring and throttle
control with digital -proportional steering and acceleration. 27MHz controller. 17710"
long. Requires 7.2V pack and 6 "AA" batteries. 60-4173 159.99

IZE322 Hurricane
There's a storm coming! Digital -
proportional control gives you
precision steering with speed.
Heavy-duty spring suspension
absorbs bumps on the roughest
terrain. 161/2" long. 27MHz con-
troller. Requires 9.6V pack and 6 "AA"
60-4193

batteries.
79.99

Road Phantom-
They'll never see you coming!
Two powerful high -torque motors zip it along at 1200 feet per minute. True
4 -wheel drive and spring suspension let you tackle tough terrain. 27MHz with
digital -proportional steering and throttle. 191/4" long. Requires 7.2V pack and 10
"AA" batteries. 60-4174 149.99

=12) Flashtron is
our fastest RC car!
Get ready to BURN! Speedster blazes straightaways at an incredible 1400 feet per
minute. Plus, it climbs 45° so you can tackle steep inclines. Digital -proportional for
precision control. Spring suspension for a smooth ride. 27MHz controller. 177/10"
long. Requires 7.2V pack and 6 "AA" batteries. 60-4194 99.99
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